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Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES) have recently been proposed as a way
to improve dependability and reduce losses in grid-connected load systems. This
research study suggests a novel hybrid optimization technique that regulates
UPQC in order to address the Power Quality (PQ) problems in the HRES system.
The load system serves as the primary link between the battery energy storage
systems (BESS), wind turbine (WT), and solar photovoltaic (PV) components of the
HRES system. The major objective of the study is to reduce PQ issues and make
up for the load requirement inside theHRES system. The addition of anOptimized
Fractional Order Proportional Integral Derivative (O-FOPID) controller improves
the efficiency of the UPQC. The Crow-Tunicate Swarm Optimization Algorithm
(CT-SOA), an enhanced variant of the traditional Tunicate Swarm Optimization
(TSA) and Crow Search Optimization (CSO), is used to optimize the control
parameters of the FOPID controller. Utilizing the MATLAB/Simulink platform, the
proposed method is put into practice, and the system’s performance is assessed
for sag, swell, and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). The THD values for the PI,
FOPID, and CSA techniques, respectively, are 5.9038%, 4.9592%, and 3.7027%,
under the sag condition. This validates the superiority of the proposed approach
over existing approaches.
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1 Introduction

Renewable energy sources have increasingly acquired relevance as a result of concern
about the exhaustion of fossil fuels as well as the consequences of continuous usage on the
ecosystem (Naidu and Meikandasivam, 2020; Raziq et al., 2023). Photovoltaic (PV) as well
as wind energy constitute the most often used forms of environmentally friendly energy.
These sources of clean electricity are all quite variable due to their heavy reliance on outside
variables, like sunlight and the wind. To lessen the effect of this variability, power storage
techniques have been incorporated into systems that generate electricity from renewable
sources, including BESS (Rawa et al., 2023; Zhou et al., 2022; Chaudhary et al., 2019).

Yet, there are several obstacles in combining HRES systems alongside load systems that
are linked to the power grid. One of the major challenges is Photovoltaic (PQ) issues
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imposed on the system’s non-linear, critical, and unbalanced loads.
These PQ problems can cause the systems to experience harmonics,
voltage sags, and other disruptions. Such PQ uncertainties could
have a substantial influence on the functioning and durability of the
devices connected to the grid (Swapna and Gayatri, 2021; Goud and
Rao, 2021; Cholamuthu et al., 2022). It is indeed essential to solve
these PQ issues to guarantee that the HRES system functions
dependably as well as efficiently.

The utilization of FACTS devices, as well as controllers,
constitutes one of the most viable ways to increase PQ in grid-
connected PV, wind, and battery systems (Jayasankar and Vinatha,
2016; Parija et al., 2019; Adefarati and Bansal, 2019; Amirtharaj
et al., 2019). Power Electronics-based Flexible ac transmission

system (FACTS) devices and controllers deliver swift and
accurate control over a wide variety of electrical system
characteristics, including voltages, current, but also power flow.
They could boost the trustworthiness and dependability of the
“grid-connected RES” and minimize PQ issues. The energy
management system should be used efficiently (Ahmad et al.,
2020a; Ahmad et al., 2020b).

One of the FACTS devices called the Unified power quality
conditioner (UPQC) is found effective in reducing PQ issues
including sag, swell, and harmonics. Combining two VSCs, one
of which is coupled in series with the load and the other in parallel
with the load, creates UPQC (Badoni et al., 2023; Berbaoui et al.,
2020; Chakravorti et al., 2019; Elkholy, 2019). The shunt VSC is

FIGURE 1
JPEG.
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employed to account for harmonics and reactive power, and the
series VSC is employed to account for voltage sag and swell.
Unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) is a flexible and
effective tool for enhancing PQ since it can concurrently
address several PQ faults (Elmetwaly et al., 2020; Goud and
Rao, 2020).

A variety of controllers are a suitable addition to UPQC to
boost the efficiency of FACTS devices. FOPID is one such
controller. The Fractional order proportional integral
derivative (FOPID) controller serves as a more sophisticated
modification of the traditional PID controller that offers
improved performance of the controller in non-linear and
dynamic environments. For controlling PQ concerns in grid-
connected PV, wind, and battery systems, FOPID controllers
could offer higher resilience, precision, and consistency.

The effectiveness of UPQC equipment has been enhanced using
FOPID controllers (Hossain et al., 2019; Khalid et al., 2020; Lakshmi
and Ganguly, 2019). FOPID controllers can perform better in system
dynamics as they’re more adaptable than traditional integer-order
controllers. For the UPQC devices to operate at their best, the
FOPID controller’s settings must be optimized. The optimization
process could be laborious and costly in terms of computing Litwin
et al. (2020). To speed up the optimization process, hybrid
optimization methods can be developed. A cell’s capacity as a

function of its rated capacity is shown by the state of charge
(SOC) of the cell. The SOC’s value ranges from zero to one
hundred percent. A totally discharged cell is said to have a SOC
of 0%, whereas a fully charged cell is said to have a SOC of 100%. The
cell is recharged when the SOC hits 50% since in real-world
applications the SOC cannot get over 50%. Similar to how a cell
ages, the maximum SOC gradually drops. This indicates that a 100%
SOC for an old cell would be similar to a 75%–80% SOC for
a young cell.

1.1 Motivation

With the decreasing supply of fossil fuels as well as the
requirement to minimize greenhouse gas emissions, the
integration of RES into the grid system has grown increasingly
crucial (Ma and Javed, 2019; Mahela et al., 2020). Yet, the
effectiveness a dependability of the power grid can indeed be
significantly impacted by power quality concerns related to the
grid system’s adoption of RES. To enable the seamless
incorporation of clean energy into the grid system, it is indeed
crucial to address power quality issues.

This research’s primary contribution is:

• This study introduces a groundbreaking approach aimed at
addressing PQ challenges within grid-connected HRES. The
novelty lies in the integration of a UPQC with an Optimized
FOPID controller. The primary objective is to enhance the
performance and efficiency of the HRES by resolving PQ
issues through a unique strategy.

• Furthermore, the research introduces a novel hybrid
optimization algorithm, named CT-SOA, specifically
designed for optimizing the parameters, including those of
the FOPID controller. This hybrid model combines the

FIGURE 2
(A) PV System design, (B) Schematic block of wind turbine, (C) Structure of BESS.

TABLE 1 Hybrid parameters.

Parameter Description

R Resistance

I Current

V Voltage of the cell

P Demand power
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strengths of the traditional Tunicate Swarm Algorithm (TSA)
and Crow Search Algorithm (CSO), resulting in an enhanced
and more efficient optimization process. By amalgamating
these two algorithms into the CT-SOA, the study introduces a
novel and advanced optimization technique, contributing to
the overall innovation in addressing PQ issues in grid-
connected HRES.

1.2 Organization of the paper

The manuscript is organized as follows: The most current
findings on power quality control issues are provided in Section
2. The suggested solution for PQ issue mitigation in grid-connected
HRES is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, a detailed summary of
the outcomes obtained using the suggested model is presented.
Section 5 winds up the paper.

2 Literature review

2.1 Related works

Naidu andMeikandasivam (2020) used FACTS-based DPFC for
resolving the PQ issues in the grid-connected HRESs. FOPID
controllers as well as coordinated power quality theory have been
employed in the recommended solution, which employs a DPFC
based on FACTS technology. The DPFC’s series and shunt

controllers effectively eliminate the PQ issues. The researchers
used computer-aided design and simulation methods when
conducting a test case to determine the viability of their
recommended solution.

Raziq et al. (2023) developed a hybrid MMLC for resolving the
power generation issues that were generated owing to the varying
shading conditions in PV systems. Less IGBT switches were required
with hybrid MMLC in this study to obtain the very same set of
available levels, thereby reducing losses and increasing voltage
output. The converter configuration joins half-bridge and full-
bridge cells in both series and parallel to boost power output.
Without the use of active or passive filters, the converter
effectively handled the issues related to voltage, current, and
power quality.

Rawa et al. (2023) employed the DVR series compensator, to
study the effects of RESs like PV and wind farm systems on voltage
quality and harmonic analysis. The researchers of this work
employed a PI controller with GTA to operate the DVR as well
as compute the proportional gain of the controllers during different
PQ challenges. The study examines two switching states, such as the
on and off-grid mode, both of which have sizable PV, wind, and
nonlinear loads. The analysis is made to achieve an ideal result and
utilize the power of the available DVR.

Chaudhary et al. (2019) have used Superconducting magnetic
energy storage (SMES) and Battery energy storage (BES), in the
distributed Hybrid energy storage system (HESS) to resolve the
PQ issues. The BES was chosen to control the LVDC microgrid’s
unpredictable output power generated by RES and load changes.

FIGURE 3
(A) Basic model of UPQC, (B) UPQC compensated system (i) Equivalent circuit model of UPQC, (ii) UPQC-PQ circuit, and (iii) Vector diagram for
voltage compensation.
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The low-voltage DC microgrid has been linked to a medium-
voltage system using an Energy-storage composited DC
transformer (ESDCT) based on SMES. Through simulation
and weighted experiments, the effectiveness of the system has
been confirmed.

Swapna and Gayatri (2021) used DVR with Hybrid energy
storage, to provide compensation in grid-connected PV-Wind
producing units. For persistent errors, this method offered quick
and immediate resolution. Using experimentation, a variety of
mixed voltage sag/swell issues resulting from source disruptions,
voltage instability generated by both symmetrical and
asymmetrical fault states in distribution, and other situations
were evaluated.

Goud and Rao (2021) presented ASO with UPQC, to address
the PQ issues in an HRES system. To improve the UPQC’s
effectiveness, an ASO-based FOPID controller was employed
to minimize PQ issues. Using experimentation, the efficacy of
the recommended approach was evaluated. To test the
functionality of the presented approach in three various
situations, including Sag, Swell, and interruptions, THD
was studied.

Cholamuthu et al. (2022) introduced a new hybrid series active
power filter to address voltage-related PQ issues. This filter provided
grids of expected voltage in parallel for reducing harmonics
generated by nonlinear loads. This one was recommended to use
an ANFIS controller and a reduced active filter rating to produce a
reference voltage signal. The simulation was performed to prove the
effectiveness of the suggested approach.

Jayasankar and Vinatha (2016) suggested a unique grid-
interfacing inverter for RES that functions as a shunt active filter
to solve issues with power quality and energy constraints. A shunt
active filter with grid integration for renewable energy has also been
recommended. An appropriate control was given to give the grid-
interfacing inverter the capacity to improve power quality. By
replacing the conventional PI controller with a fuzzy model, the
system’s efficiency was enhanced.

Parija et al. (2019) provided an assortment of wind and solar
power-producing installations as a workable as well as consistent
energy source, to solve the PQ issues. This research offered a
hybrid version combining PV and wind systems. Particularly in
remote or island sites, where grid connectivity was not
particularly expensive, this kind of arrangement was beneficial.
Substantial PQ problems, like harmonic generation and reactive
power correction, caused either by the connection of power
electronic equipment to DG systems interrupted the power
distribution system. The performance of a 750 kW hybrid
wind-PV producing system in grid-connected mode was
assessed using simulation.

2.2 Problem statement

HRES are progressively becoming incorporated into the
power system, generating serious concerns about the grid’s
reliability and power quality. It is challenging to keep up an
uninterrupted as well as reliable grid due to the uncertainty of
HRES. A multitude of PQ issues is also brought on by the
existence of non-linear loads in the grid. These problems on the
power grid affect the operation of related equipment and cause
significant monetary losses. Thus, it is indeed crucial to
develop suitable techniques to lessen the power quality
issues caused by the grid incorporating energy from
renewable sources. Active filters, static synchronous
compensators, and UPQC are indeed a few of the techniques
that have been employed in several types of research to
improve power quality.

The development of much more reliable and efficient
methods of control for the UPQC in grid-connected HRESs is
necessary. Although the UPQC has been demonstrated as an
efficient way to decrease a variety of PQ issues, it is conceivable
that not every operating parameter can indeed be managed to
meet the prevailing control techniques, which could additionally

FIGURE 4
(A) Schematic Representation of series Active Power Filter (B) Optimized FOPID Controller.
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result in enhanced performance concerning effectiveness and
predictability. How and when to create a composite system that
combines several RES, including PV, wind, and battery, whilst
preserving the maximum possible power quality, is yet another
topic of research that might have to be tackled. Although
numerous studies have studied the effectiveness of different
solar and wind farms and their incorporation into the grid, it
is necessary to conduct more in-depth studies that take into
account the interconnections between diverse energy sources and
their impact on power quality.

To evaluate how effectively power quality enhancement
techniques, work in real-world circumstances, a further
experimental investigation is also necessary. Even though many
studies have been introduced using computational methods to
evaluate the effectiveness of power quality enhancement
techniques, it is indeed vital to confirm these results with
practical testing to ensure that the techniques can be applied
satisfactorily in practical settings. However, there remain
significant research gaps throughout the area of PQ improvement

in grid-connected HRESs using UPQC that need to be filled. These
gaps include:

• Research on the ideal location and dimension of UPQC in
HRES connected to the grid is lacking.

• Research on UPQC in HRES that are linked to the grid
is scarce.

• There has not been much focus on integrating BESS with
UPQC to enhance power quality in grid-connected HRES.

• Inadequate information is known about how UPQC
performance in HRES that are connected to the grid is
impacted by uncertainty in RES.

To solve these limitations in the existing literature, the present
investigation suggests an ideal hybrid model of HRES that combines
wind, solar, and BESS with UPQC. The suggested framework would
employ a sophisticated control strategy to improve UPQC, as well as
its efficacy will indeed be evaluated in connection to the impacts of
uncertainty in energy supply from renewable sources.

FIGURE 5
(A) Simulation Model of the proposed system, (B) Supply current and voltage analysis, (i) Supply Current, and (ii) Supply Voltage.
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3 Proposed methodology: mitigation
of PQ issues in grid-connected HRES

Due to technological advancements, emerging environmental
awareness, and increased electricity demand, DG has been
depending more and more on RES. Economic advantages come
from RES-based DG, which also reduces pollution and global
warming. Many RESs have been incorporated into traditional
electrical networks, including wind, PV, FC, and biomass.
Integrating these into the electrical grid has been challenging due
to their special characteristics, including DC voltage in PV and
either AC or DC production in offshore wind.

The output power from RESs is typically unstable due to shifting
climatic conditions, demanding the usage of electrically powered
devices to regulate and optimize power production. Electrical
converters for power, which can modify the DC voltage levels of
all DC voltage sources, connect them to the electricity network by
using DC-AC inverters. Regrettably, this might lead to PQ issues
including harmonics, as well as voltage sags/swells. To tackle PQ
issues in grid-connected hybrid HRESs, FACTS devices are needed.
The UPQC is a helpful instrument for bettering voltage management
and resolving PQ issues in grid-interfaced HRESs.

Using an enhanced FOPID controller could significantly
improve the administration of the UPQC in addition to
minimizing PQ in grid-connected HRES. By tweaking the FOPID
controller’s setting for proportional gain, integral gain, derivative
gain, and fractional-order, PQ problems in grid-connected HRESs

could well be minimized. As a result, this research effort presents a
revolutionary HRES with a grid interface that includes UPQC as well
as an enhanced FOPID controller. The structure of the suggested
model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows a grid-connected HRES with solar PV, Wind
turbine, and storage components. The batteries have been typically
utilized to store the excess energy produced by the PV and WT
systems as well as to supply backup power. To meet the needs of the
customer demand, RES is used. The prevalent problem with grid-
connected HRES is maintaining stability and reliability, which
necessitates addressing problems with power quality. A UPQC is
used with HRES technology to handle PQ concerns, such as sag,
swell, and interruption. To correct PQ issues, the UPQC employs
control mechanisms both in series and shunt. The ideal gain values
for the filters, which infuse critical power to account for sag and swell
circumstances, are chosen using the FOPID controller.

A novel hybrid approach of optimization is proposed to optimize the
FOPID control settings. TheCSO, as well as theTSO, have been combined
in the suggested hybrid optimization paradigm. Energy storage, a crucial
component of HRES, provides electricity to meet load requirements
whenever the system’s power supply becomes inadequate. The battery’s
capacity can be estimated by the reference autonomy day (A), which is
evaluated with the HRES’s essential energy requirements.

This assessment ensures that the batteries have been designed to
provide adequate power for the system even when sources of renewable
energy are not always capable of satisfying demand. The autonomy day
(A), shown inEq. 1 is a significant element that has to be consideredwhile
developing an HRES. The HRES system calculates the battery’s capacity
that uses several variables, including the battery’s profundity of discharge
rate (dod), effectiveness (b), inverter performance (inv), voltage V and
demanding energy (PD). For the entirety of the day, the battery could
supply energy to fulfil the loading requirement, which is evaluated using
the term (A). The battery can be charged using any extra energy that the
sources of renewable energy produce. Eq. 2 provides the large battery
estimate taking into account each one of these variables.

Bcapacity � A*PD

ηinv*ηb*dod · V (1)

Bpower � Ppv u( ) + Pwt u( ) − Pdemand u( )
ηinv

(2)
Where,Pdemand(u) stands for the system’s power need, whileBPower

stands for the battery power. An important factor that is dependent on
the energy produced by the HRES is the battery’s SOC”. The battery’s
self-discharge frequency is shown by μ. Yet, issues with PQ, such as
voltage interruptions, sag, swell, andmoremight affect the battery’s state
of charge in the proposed system architecture.

TABLE 2 System specification.

Device specifications

Processor 11th Gen Intel® core (TM)

Installed RAM 16.0 GB

Device ID 8D1B9222-94A7-46FB-9A70-A1434D0BE01

Product ID 00356–24584–03295-AADEM

System Type 64-bit operating system x64 based processor

Pen and touch No pen or touch input is available for this display

Window Specification

Edition Windows 11 home single language

Version 2H2

Experience Windows feature experience pack

TABLE 3 Parameters of O-FOPID controller.

Parameter Symbol Value

Proportional Gain Kp 2.5

Integral Gain Ki 1.3

Derivative Gain Kd 0.8

Integral Order λ 0.9

Derivative Order μ 0.7
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To increase the stability of the system, it is vital to solve these power
quality issues. To do this, the HRES system may incorporate a UPQC
device. Eq. 3 mathematically illustrates the SoC.

SOC u( )

�

SOC u − 1( ) 1 − μ( ) + Ppv u( ) + Pwt u( ) − PD u( )
ηinv

( )*ηBat, Ppv u( )
+Pwt u( )〉Pdemand u( )

SOC u − 1( ) 1 − μ( ) + Pdemand u( )
ηinv

−Ppv u( ) + Pwt u( )( )*ηBat, Ppv u( )
+Pwt u( )〉Pdemand u( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(3)

3.1 Modelling of proposed system

Past developments have witnessed a substantial increase in
interest in RESs due to concerns about ecological responsibility

as well as the requirement to decrease emissions of greenhouse gases.
As a consequence, it has grown increasingly typical to include RES in
conventional power networks. Several types of RES, PV systems,
WTs, and batteries are frequently used throughout HRESs to
produce power as well as satisfy the needs of the world’s load.
This study explores the properties of PV,WT, and batteries in HRES
as well as their possibility for producing green technology.

3.1.1 PV modelling
PV systems are a kind of renewable energy system that uses

photovoltaic cells to transform solar energy into electrical energy. To
generate the necessary voltage and power output, photovoltaic cells
are coupled in series or parallel with these arrangements.
Semiconducting components, like silicon, are used to create the
cells, which absorb light and produce an electrical current. The
condition of the PV cells, the elevation, and orientation of the solar
panels, as well as the number of sunrays collected, are only a few of
the variables that influence the efficiency of a PV system. A PV

FIGURE 6
Compensator current waveform for various techniques.
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system’s electricity production is directly related to the amount of
sunrays it receives, which might change according to the moment
of the day and the temperature. As the PV system’s power
production fluctuates with time, storage mechanisms for energy
must be incorporated into HRESs to provide a steady supply of
electricity.

The two operational options for PV systems are stand-alone and
grid-connected. For independent applications or off-grid uses like
electricity production, telephony, and pumping systems, PV systems
can function in self-contained operation. For electricity during times
of low or no sunshine, such installations often employ batteries or
even other forms of energy storage to preserve extra electricity created
throughout maximum solar hours. To supply backup generators for
many days in the event of inclement weather or even other situations,
the batteries must be able to match the load requirement. While
operating in grid-connected mode, PV systems transmit the
extra power they produce during the sun’s peak times immediately

into the grid system (Raj and Chandrasekaran, 2020; Xavier et al.,
2021). As the grids function as a virtualized storage solution, these
devices are not dependent on battery packs or other power storage
equipment. Grid-connected PV systems have been impacted by
several technological, financial, and governmental challenges
Kandasamy et al. (2022). The decrease in energy efficiency
represents the most severe problem of all. Figure 2A shows the PV
system’s design.

An approach to figure out the endpoint current and voltage
readings of the planned PV panel is provided by Eqs 4, 5,
respectively. These formulas accommodate some variables,
including the amount of solar irradiation, the panel temperature,
the panel’s highest point of power, and the panel’s series resistance.
These calculations can be applied to compute the current and
terminal voltage values for the specified PV panel design, which
would be crucial for determining the general effectiveness of the
HRES system.

FIGURE 7
Compensator current waveforms for various techniques.
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ipv cell( ) � ip − io exp
S

AKT
Vpv + ip.Rs( ) − 1[ ]{ } − Vpv + ip.Rshunt

Rp

(4)
Vpv � AKT

S
ln

ih
ipv

+ 1{ } (5)

The energy produced by the PV panel can be calculated using
Eq. 6. It incorporates several factors, including the transistor
ideality element T, Boltzmann’s constant K, and the
electron charge S. The calculation of produced power also
takes into account the temperature in Kelvin T, series
resistance (RP), shunt resistance (Rshunt), current (ip), and cell
voltage (VP).

Pp u( ) � Np u( )*ip u( )*VP u( ) (6)

The number of cells inside the PV system NP(u), the current
ip(u), the voltage VP(u), as well as the accessible luminosity, are
some of the factors that influence how much electricity a PV

system PP produces. Unfortunately, because of differences in
demand and obtainable power, the PV system’s maximum
power may not always be drawn. To use a method known as
MPPT that entails adjusting the PV system’s setpoint to harvest the
supreme strength attainable anywhere at a specified instant, this
problem is solved. The general description of the parameters is
shown in Table 1.

3.1.2 Modelling of wind turbine
Systems that transform wind power into electrical power are

termed wind turbines. The components of a conventional wind farm
are rotors hooked to a shaft and a generator that transforms the
mechanical power of the rotor into electrical energy. The HAWT,
which seems to have blades that revolve around a horizontal axis,
constitutes the most prevalent kind of wind turbine Kumar et al.
(2022). The generator that generates AC energy is driven by the
blades’ spinning action. According to the amount of electricity, they
have been intended to produce, wind turbines can indeed be built
offshore or onshore and are available in an assortment of

FIGURE 8
Load current waveforms for various techniques.
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configurations. A WT system’s generated power is inversely
correlated with airspeed and blade diameter. The electricity
production of the WT system may well be impacted by the wind
direction, which can change according to the spot and the time
during the day Murshid and Singh, (2019). In addition, other
environmental elements including air pressure, roughness, and
severe turbulence can all affect the electrical output of a WT
system. To account for variations in wind speed, it might be
necessary to put up many wind turbines of different elevations
and dimensions. Figure 2B shows the conceptual circuit diagram of a
wind generator.

Using Eq. 7, which contains the measured wind production
energy and wind velocity symbolized by symbols pWes and V,
respectively, the output power of WT can well be formulated.
Furthermore, wind speeds, such as VCut−In and VCut−out are also
important. Eq. 8 sets the maximum power that could be
extracted from the system. Therefore, a random vector
conversion is necessary to change the stochastic nature of

wind direction into wind energy. This is accomplished by
transforming the distribution function into a continuous
range using a linear variable conversion, which is expressed
in equation Eq. 9.

pwes �

0Ifv<Vcut − in or( )V≥Vcut − out

prated
v3 − v3cut−in

v3rated − v3cut−in
( )ifVcut−in ≤V≤Vrated

pratedifVrated ≤V≤Vcut−out

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (7)

fv � k

c
( ) v

c
( )K−1

e−
v
c( )K0<V<∞ (8)

fpwes � k vrated − vcut−in( )
ckprated

Vcut−in + pwes

prated
Vrated − Vcut−in( )k−1[ ]

× e− Vcut−in+ pwes
prated

(Vrated−Vcut−in)[ ]K
(9)

FIGURE 9
Load voltage waveforms for various techniques.
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3.1.3 Modeling of BES

Batteries are indeed a crucial part of HRESs because they offer
energy storage to compensate for variations in RES electricity
production. Throughout times when demand is low, the extra
energy created by RESs is capable of being utilized to recharge
the battery; and when demand is greatest, it is possible to employ it
to drain battery packs. If there is a high power demand or when
sources of clean energy are not accessible, batteries may be used to
retain surplus electricity created by these technologies and discharge
it. Batteries may be employed to balance energy costs during times
when demand is greatest or to supply power backup during power
failures. The kind of battery chemistry employed, the charging and
discharge cycles, and the temperature difference all affect a battery’s
performance as well as longevity. Lead-acid, lithium-ion, and
flow batteries are indeed the three batteries that are used in
HRESs frequently. The much more popular batteries right now
are lithium-ion batteries with increased density of energy,
extended durability, and little maintenance requirements. In
Figure 2C, the BESS model is displayed. The battery capacity
is determined using Eq. 10.

Cb � dl*ad
dod*ηbat*ηinv( ) (10)

where, dl represents the depth of discharge at rated load, reflecting
how much of the battery’s capacity is used under typical
conditions. ad is the average depth of discharge, considering

load variations, providing a more realistic measure of battery
usage. dod is the depth of discharge allowed, setting a limit on
howmuch the battery can be discharged. ηbat and ηinv represent the
number of batteries and inverters in parallel, influencing the
overall capacity.

The diagram displays various symbols used in the computation
of the battery’s capacity, such as Cb for capacity, dl for load
requirement, dod for depth of discharge, and ηbat and ηinv for
battery and inverter efficiency, respectively. The battery’s capacity
is tailored to match the load demand and AD required to ensure that
intermittent renewable energy generation and battery storage can
continuously fulfil the load requirements.

3.1.4 Integration of PV, WT, and battery in HRESs
Including PV, WT, and battery packs in HRESs could offer a

dependable and environmentally friendly power source. Energy
storage facilities may offer a consistent power source throughout
periods with low RES output, and the usage of various RESs can
accommodate variations in energy capacity. In HRESs, electrical
devices like DC-AC inverters may be deployed to link the PV and
WT systems to the electricity network. It is possible to combine the
electricity generated by the RESs and feed it into the national grid or
utilize it to power nearby loads. Equipment for storing energy can
indeed be utilized to hold extra power generated while demand is not
high and released when demand exceeds supply. Smart control
mechanisms may decrease power losses while ensuring the best
performance of RESs and systems for storing electricity.

FIGURE 10
(A) Convergence Analysis of the proposed model in terms of Sag, (B) Supply current and voltage analysis, (i) Supply Current (ii) Supply Voltage.
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3.1.5 Modelling of UPQC
In the grid-connected HRES, the UPQC is an electrical device

for power that is also frequently employed to reduce PQ issues. The
UPQC technology is intended to address a variety of problems with
power quality, including voltage sag, swell, harmonics, and flicker,
which might take place because of grid or HRES-related disruptions.
Two power converters help compensate the UPQC: “a series
converter (SC) and a shunt converter (SHC)". The SC, which
itself is intended to make up for power irregularities, is linked in
series with the load. The SHC, which is used to account for present
abnormalities, is linked in a pair with the load. At the PCC, in which
the HRES is interconnected to the grid, the UPQC controls both
voltage and current. Several control approaches, including PI, PR,
and FLC are used to simulate the UPQC. The current and voltage at
the PCC are intended to be regulated to the desired levels using these
methodological approaches. The control strategy used has been

determined by the system’s unique needs as well as any issues
with power quality that need to be addressed. The creation of
several formulae to explain the performance of the UPQC under
different operation situations is a necessary step in the modelling of
the UPQC. These formulas have been applied to the
conceptualization and operational evaluation of UPQC’s control
scheme. The behaviour of the UPQC being simulated under multiple
power quality states using the UPQC model, as well as its efficacy in
reducing power quality issues is assessed. Therefore, creating a
reliable and effective grid-connected HRES requires careful
consideration of the modelling of the UPQC. The UPQC is
indeed a crucial part of the HRES because of its capacity to
reduce voltage stability issues while maintaining the system
stable. The basic model of UPQC is shown in Figure 3A.

The UPQC system, elucidating the structure and operation of its
DC link element and associated compensators. It emphasizes the

FIGURE 11
Compensator voltage waveforms for various techniques.
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suitability of Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) for this purpose due
to their advantages, such as requiring fewer electrical components,
offering control flexibility, and supporting multi-level operation.
The structural block diagram and equivalent circuit of the UPQC are
presented in Figures 3A, B. The described equations detail the
relationship between the source grid voltage, series compensation
voltage, shunt compensated current, and load current, revealing
the intricate interactions within the system. The focus is on
minimizing harmonic content in the injected current by the
shunt compensator.

In this part, the mathematical model of UPQC for the mitigation
of power quality issues is given. The power supply system, series
active filter, and shunt active filter are the three primary components
of the proposed model. Kirchhoff’s law is indeed the foundation for
the mathematical modelling of the power supply system, as
demonstrated in Eqs 11, 12 below. These equations describe the
different components of the power system, including the shunt

active filter output current (isaf), load current (ilc), line current
(ilec), series active filter output voltage (vsaf), source voltage (vs),
the inductance of the trans + mission line (LT), and resistance of the
transmission line (RT)”.

vib � EI − ls
DIs
DT

−Wsilec − vsaf (11)
ilec � ilc − isaf (12)

In Figure 3B, the UPQC compensation system is portrayed as a
sophisticated solution designed to address challenges arising from
unfavourable power conditions within the broader power system. Its
primary objective is to actively regulate and enhance power quality
by manipulating both source current and load voltage. The system
achieves this through the integrated use of series and shunt active
filters. Notably, ISAF and VSeAF in the system represent the injection
current of the shunt active power filter and the injected voltage of the
series active power filter, respectively. The load and source currents,

FIGURE 12
Compensator current waveforms for various techniques.
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denoted as IRL and IS, are critical parameters controlled by the
UPQC to ensure optimal power quality. The term K encapsulates the
concept of “source voltage factor fluctuation,” indicating the
system’s ability to dynamically respond to variations in the
source voltage. Additionally, the load power factor, characterized
by Cos ϕ in Eq. 13, provides insights into the disparity between the
source voltage and the reference voltage concerning the
reference voltage.

Figure 6C introduces a vector diagram illustrating the UPQC-
PQ system’s voltage compensation mechanism. This visual
representation offers a clear understanding of how the UPQC
actively manages voltage conditions. Notably, in situations of
over-voltage v,g, the series inverter intervenes by injecting a
negative voltage v,serie sin verter into the grid. This strategic
intervention effectively mitigates and eliminates over-voltage
conditions, showcasing the UPQC’s robust capability to
dynamically and proactively manage power quality, thereby
contributing to a stable and reliable power supply.

V InjSeAP( ) � VRef − VSeAP < 00 (13)

By using Eq. 14, it is possible to solve the above equation.

K � VSeAP − VRef

VRef
(14)

Eq. 15 describes the current on the PCC side, assuming that the
power requirement of the active power and load is equal to the PCC
input, and neglecting losses in the UPQC-PQ design.

ISAF � IRL
1 +K

Cos ϕ N( ) (15)

Eq. 16 and 17 provide formulations for the apparent power of
the series and shunt active power filters in the UPQC.

D c( ) � p c( ) + Jq c( ) (16)
a b( ) � VRefi b( ) (17)

FIGURE 13
Load current waveforms for various techniques.
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where q(c) represents the reactive power of the series filter and p(c)
represents the active power. The calculation of q(c) involves a
methodical procedure. Initially, it requires determining the
apparent power of the series filter. Apparent power is a complex
quantity that includes both active (real) power and reactive power.
In this context, the next step is to isolate the reactive power
component from the apparent power. This separation is achieved
by making an assumption that simplifies the analysis: the active
power component is considered to be negligible or zero.

In practical terms, this assumption allows for focusing
specifically on the reactive power aspect of the series filter’s
apparent power. By neglecting the active power, the computation
of q(c) becomes a targeted process aimed at understanding and
quantifying the reactive power contribution. This approach
streamlines the analysis and provides a clear perspective on the
reactive power characteristics of the series filter, offering valuable

insights into its behavior within the overall system. q(c) can be
calculated as q(c) � v(c)i(s); q(c) � v(c)i(s)Cos ϕ(s). The
difference between the input load current, source current, load
harmonic current, and reactive current is represented by ISAF. To
improve the stability of the system and compensate for PQ issues,
the series and shunt active power filters are controlled using the CT-
SOA-based Optimized FOPID controller (Dheeban and Muthu
Selvan, 2023).

3.2 Control strategy

HRES have been adopted recently to address the increasing
energy demand brought on by industrial development while
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Nevertheless, while
incorporating HRES into grid-connected networks, problems

FIGURE 14
(A) Load voltage waveforms for various techniques, (B) Convergence Analysis of the proposed model in terms of swell.
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with dependability and power efficiency appear. The UPQC-PQ
system is employed to enhance power quality to handle these
difficulties. Using a control scheme along with a FOPID
controller and CT-SOA boosts the effectiveness of HRES. Two
controllers, “series APF and shunt APF”, are part of the UPQC-
PQ system and serve as a tool to address problems with power
quality. Series and shunt active power filtering are both covered in-
depth in this article.

3.2.1 Series active power filter control scheme
The reference voltage must be measured initially before the DQ

transformation technique translates it into the D-Q axis. This
approach frequently makes use of power filters to monitor UPQC-
PQ and deal with systemic power quality concerns. A schematic
Representation of Series APF is illustrated in Figure 4A. The first
step is to measure the reference voltage, which is then converted
into D-Q axes using the “DQ transformation method”. Power
filters are commonly used in this method to monitor UPQC-PQ
and address PQ issues in the system.
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Eq. 18 relates the direct axes voltage (vD) and quadrature axes
voltage (vQ) to the three-phase voltages, which are denoted by vA, vB
and vC.

Direct voltage and alternating component voltage together make
up the D-axis voltage. It is possible to use an LPF to smooth the
D-axis voltage. Eq. 19 provides the mathematical expression for
the LPF.

vD DC( ) � vD − vD AC( ) (19)

Eq. 19 defines vD(AC) as the “AC component voltage” and vD(DC)

the “DC component voltage”. Next, the voltage is converted back
into three phases using Eq. 20.
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Eq. 20 uses vSA, vSB and vSC to represent the “three-phase
reference voltages”. The voltage’s hysteresis band is controlled
using control pulses, which are calculated and adjusted using an
Optimized FOPID controller with CT-SOA. The subsequent section
presents the shunt active power filter with its control algorithm
(Vinothkumar and Kanimozhi, 2021).

3.2.2 Shunt active power filter control scheme
Eq. 21 and 22 are used to convert the “three-phase currents and

voltages” into a and b, as shown below,
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This calculation is based on the phase neutral currents
(So, Sα, Sβ), three-phase load currents (iSA, iSB, iSC) phase neutral

TABLE 4 Performance comparison with various controllers.

Performance
metric

PI controller
Warrier et al.

2024

FOPID
controller
Abdelfattah
et al., 2024

FOPID +
CSA

Ibrahim
et al.,
2024

FOPID + TSA
Kottayathu
Rajagopalan
et al., 2024

FOPID +
CSO
Singh
et al.,
2024

FOPID
+

CT-
SOA

Optimized
FOPID

(O-FOPID)

Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) - Sag

5.9038% 4.9592% 3.7027% 2.9850% 2.3210% 1.7341% 0.012%

Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) -

Swell

5.4754% 4.6793% 3.5012% 2.9001% 2.2300% 1.6500% 0.5900%

Voltage Sag
Compensation (%)

75% 80% 85% 87% 90% 93% 97%

Voltage Swell
Compensation (%)

72% 78% 83% 85% 88% 91% 95%

Response Time (ms) 15 12 10 9 8 7 5

Power Factor
Improvement (%)

70% 75% 80% 82% 85% 88% 92%

Energy Efficiency (%) 68% 72% 76% 78% 81% 84% 89%
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voltages (vSo, vSa, vSβ), and three-phase supply voltages
(vSA, vSB, vSC). Using these voltage and current measurements,
the “actual and unconsidered powers” of instantaneous values are
calculated. Eq. 23 is used to compute the real and reactive power in
the shunt APF.

P
Q

[ ] � vSα vSβ

−vSβ vSα
[ ] ISA

ISB
[ ] (23)

The reference currents are then calculated using Eq. 24 based on
the previously computed real and reactive powers.
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iSA, iSB and iSC stand for the current reference for the Shunt APF.
Based on this reference current, the error current would then be
computed and must be adjusted. The CT-SOA algorithm is used to
create the optimum pulses, which are then selected in the Shunt APF
based on system error values. The following sections include further
information on the CT-SOA-optimized FOPID controller.

3.3 Crow-Tunicate Swarm Algorithm (CT-
SOA) based optimized FOPID controller

Due to the rising need for sustainable energy, it is nowmore crucial
than ever to integrate energy from renewable sources into the grid.
Nevertheless, electrical and electrical disturbances frequently affect
these systems’ PQ, which can result in decreased effectiveness and
performance Raj et al. (2023). A FOPID controller is suggested as a
solution to all of these challenges. In comparison to traditional
controllers, like PI and PID, the FOPID controller has five
parameters and can deliver greater gain values. Also, the “optimized
FOPID controller” can be applied to electrical systems to reduce voltage
sag, voltage swell, harmonics, and flicker. The controller can reduce

erroneous signals, fix the issues with signal undershoot and overshoot,
and quicken reaction times. The effectiveness of different power system
components, including the UPQC, DG systems, and RES systems, can
be enhanced by using the optimized FOPID controller. The CT-SOA
approach is used to get the best gain values and by sending the FOPID
controller the best possible pulses, the CT-SOA approach lowers the
voltage and current error values. The FOPID controller is employed to
regulate the series and shunt APF of the UPQC device and, therefore
serves to enhance the performance of the HRES system by minimizing
the PQ issues. Figure 4B depicts the architectural layout of the proposed
O-FOPID controller.

The FOPID controller is capable of minimizing the error voltage
as well as the error current. This is essential for maximizing
production and controlling the HRES system. Overall, the
suggested CT-SOA approach offers a successful means of
reducing PQ issues in HRES interface grid-connected systems. It
helps to increase the system’s effectiveness and efficiency and
provides substantial advantages over conventional controllers.

G s( ) � O s( )
E s( ) � kp + ki

sγ
+ kd.s

μ γ, μ≥ 0( ) (25)

In HRES, Eq. 25 shows the transfer function of the FOPID
controller is indicated as G(s) with the controller output marked by
O(s) and the error signal by E(s). Moreover, the fractional order
parameters are denoted by sy and sμ. The CT-SOA model sets the
control parameters of the FOPID controller, such as kp, ki and kd and, sy

and sμ. The FOPID controller then assists in lowering the error signal by
computing it by comparing the reference parameters with the real values
under various load circumstances. The CT-SOA is used to choose the
FOPID controller parameters’ ideal values. The CT-SOA algorithm aids
in reducing PQ issues in the HRES system, such as current and voltage
disturbances, by choosing the best values for the FOPID
controller settings.

3.3.1 Crow-tunicate swarm optimization algorithm
(CT-SOA)

The hybridization of TSA and CSO offers a powerful
optimization framework for addressing power quality issues in

FIGURE 15
THD Analysis for the proposed controller.
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grid-connected HRES. This approach synergizes TSA’s effective
exploration and CSO’s exploitation capabilities, resulting in
improved convergence, adaptability to dynamic environments, and
increased solution diversity. The proposed hybrid optimization
model, CT-SOA, optimizes parameters, including those of the
FOPID controller. This integrated optimization ensures precise
tuning of FOPID controller parameters, contributing to enhanced
system performance by mitigating voltage sag, swell, and THD in
power systems. The balance between exploration and exploitation,
coupled with the adaptability to dynamic conditions, positions the
hybrid CT-SOA as a promising solution for achieving optimal and
robust power quality improvements.

The control parameters of the FOPID controller, such as kp, ki, and
kd, and, sγ and sμ are tuned using the CT-SOA model. The standard
TSA and CSO are combined to form a mathematical expression of CT-
SOA. Tunicate can locate a maritime food source. Yet, the location of
the food source is still a mystery in the search region Kaur et al. (2020).
The optimal food source was found in this investigation using two
tunicate behaviours. Examples of these actions include jet propulsion
and swarm intelligence. CSO is an optimization method based on crow
behaviour that draws inspiration from nature Askarzadeh (2016). The
illustration of the CT-SOA model is stated below:

Step 1. Initialization
The first step of the CT-SOA model is initializing the input

parameters. Here the input parameters are the control parameters of
the FOPID controller, such as kp, ki, and kd, and, sγ and sμ. In
addition, the individual crows’ location Yi, flight step size F,
maximum iteration number maxiter, and memory matrix are
initialized. Moreover, the population size M is also initialized.

Step 2. Generic Randomization
In this step, this step involves the random generation of the

input parameters.

Step 3. Fitness Evaluation
Evaluate the fitness function, denoted as (Fit), for each search

agent according to the formulation in Eq. 26. The fitness function
serves as a metric for minimizing the error associated with the
FOPID controller. This function encapsulates the objective of achieving
an optimal FOPID controller configuration by quantifying the
discrepancy between the system’s desired and actual responses. By
minimizing this error E through the fitness function, the algorithm
endeavors to guide the search agents towards optimal solutions that
enhance the performance and efficacy of the FOPID controller in
addressing power quality issues within the HRES.

Fit � min E( ) (26)

Step 4. Generate a new location for each crow in the search space
Create a new position in the d-dimensional search space for

each crow. Given that a crow randomly follows a crow i, the
position update of a crow i can be separated into the two
following scenarios to identify the location of the concealed
food of the crow j:

Case 1. In the first scenario, crow j is unaware that the crow i is
behind it. The position update formula for crow i in this instance is
shown in Eq. 27.

YIter+1,i � YIter,i + rand i( ) + FIter* MemoryIter,i − YIter,i( ) (27)

TABLE 5 Comparison with other optimization Algorithms.

Algorithm Advantages Limitations Suitability Robustness Scalability

Genetic Algorithms (GA) Alhijawi and
Awajan, 2024

- Global search capability
- Population-based approach
- Handles non-linear functions

- Convergence speed can be slow
- Parameter tuning critical
- Premature convergence

Broad applications Moderate Moderate

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Suriyan and Nagarajan, 2024

- Rapid convergence
- Easy implementation
- Effective for continuous
optimization

- May get stuck in local optima
- Poor performance with high-
dimensional spaces

Continuous
optimization

Moderate Moderate

Simulated Annealing (SA) Xu et al.,
2024

- Effective for finding global
optima
- Robust to noise and
uncertainties

- Slow convergence for complex
functions
- Temperature schedule critical

Complex function
optimization

High Moderate

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
Kooshari et al., 2024

- Well-suited for discrete
optimization
- Handles combinatorial
problems

- Convergence rate dependent
on parameters
- Limited scalability to large
problems

Combinatorial
problems

Moderate Limited

Differential Evolution (DE) Eriqat et al.,
2024

- Robust against noise and
uncertainties
- Efficient for function
optimization

- Can be sensitive to parameter
settings
- Limited performance with
discrete problems

Function optimization High High

Crow-Tunicate Swarm Optimization
(CT-SOA)

- Hybrid approach combining
CSO and TSA
- Exploration-exploitation
balance
-Potential for improved
convergence

- Sensitivity to parameter
settings
- Limited robustness in noisy
environments
- Complexity in implementation

General optimization
tasks

Moderate Moderate
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To align with the objective of improving Power Quality (PQ) in
Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES), the Crow Search
Optimization’s (CSO) Case 1 scenario parallels the complex
optimization needs of HRES components such as wind turbines, solar
panels, and battery storage systems. Each “crow” in CSO represents a
control parameter crucial for optimizing the Unified Power Quality
Conditioner (UPQC) through strategies like the Optimized Fractional
Order Proportional Integral Derivative (O-FOPID) controller. CSO’s
Case 1, where a crow adjusts its position without awareness of others,
mirrors the need for dynamic parameter adjustments inHRES tomitigate
PQ issues like sag, swell, and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). This
adaptive exploration within CSO enables the discovery of optimal control
configurations, essential formaintaining stable and efficient power output
in grid-connected environments, thereby enhancing the overall reliability
and performance of HRES under diverse operational conditions.

Case 2. Crow j finds that crow i is following it, and crow j will take
crow i to a random position. This is expressed in Eq. 28.

YIter+1,i � YIter,i + rand j( ) + FIter* MemoryIter,i − YIter,i( ) if rand2≥AP
RandomPosition else

{ }
(28)

In Case 2 of Crow Search Optimization (CSO) within the
context of Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES), consider a
scenario where a crow adjusts its position based on knowledge of
another crow’s location, symbolizing an informed adaptation strategy in
optimizing system performance. In the area of HRES, this can be likened
to leverage historical data or predictive analytics to refine control
parameters of components such as wind turbine (WT), solar
photovoltaic (PV) panels, and battery energy storage systems (BESS).
By incorporating insights gained from past performance or anticipated
environmental conditions, CSO’s Case 2 facilitates targeted adjustments
in the settings of controller. This approach aims to preemptively address
PQ issues such as voltage fluctuations or harmonic distortions,
optimizing system efficiency and reliability in delivering high-quality
power to the grid. Thus, Case 2 of CSO plays a crucial role in enhancing
HRES operational resilience by strategically adapting control parameters
based on data-driven insights, thereby ensuring robust performance
under varying load and environmental conditions.

Step 5. Eliminating Disputes between Search Agents
To avoid the conflicts between search agents (crows) (i.e., between

crow i and crow), the variableE is computed. This phase has been newly
developed based on the inspiration acquired from the TSA model. In
addition, the variable E is used to calculate the new search agent position
to prevent conflicts between search agents (i.e., other tunicates).

E � S

D
(29)

S � v2 + v3 − P (30)
P � 2 · v1 (31)

Therefore,E represents the force of gravity (Eq. 29), while P (shows
Eq. 31) depicting the advection of air. The range [0, one] is where the
random numbers for the variables v1,v2 and v3 is located.D stands for
the forces of social interaction among search agents (Eq. 30).

The calculation of the vector �D is represented as per Eq. 32

D � �YMin + v1 · YMax − YMin� (32)

Where, YMin and YMax stand for the primary and secondary
rates of social contact. The values of YMin and YMax are one and 4.

Step 6. Convergence toward the most Efficient Search Agent
The search agent (crow i and crow j) keeps moving in the

direction of the ideal search agent (i.e., food source). This phase has
been newly introduced within the CSA model.

YIter+1,i � fd + E.D, If rand3 ≥ 0.5
fd − E.D, If rand3 < 0.5

{ (33)

where YIter+1,i indicates the tunicate’s most recent location
concerning food source represented as fd.

Step 7. Determining the viability of each crow’s new position:
Change the crow’s position if possible, and it is not updated in

any other case.

Step 8. Re-evaluate fitness:
Figure out each crow’s fitness value in their new place.

Step 9. Updating each crow’s memory matrix:
The memory matrix of each crow is updated as per Eq. 34.

MemoryIter,i � YIter+1,i if Fit YIter+1,i( )better than Fit MemoryIter,i( )
YIter,i else

{ }
(34)

Step 10. Return to the Best Position
The best position of the Search agent is finally returned after the

completion of the maximum number of iterations. The pseudocode
of the proposed CT-SOA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Pseudo-code of proposed CT-SOA Algorithm

Step 1 Start

Step 2 Population Initialization

Step 3 Parameter initialization

Step 4 Fitness Evaluation, Fit � min (E)
Step 5 Generation of New location Case 1: Update position

using Eq. 27 YIter+1, i � YIter, i + rand(i) + FIter*

(MemoryIter,i − YIter,i) Case 2: Update position using Eq.

28 YIter+1,i � YIter,i+{ rand j( ) + FIter* MemoryIter,( i −
YIter,i)if rand2≥AP RandomPositionelse}
Step 6 Elimination of Disputes

Step 7 Update position based on Eq. 29 E � S
D

Step 8 Convergence of solution

Step 9 Update the solution with the most efficient search

agent using Eq. 33 YIter+1,i � fd + E.D,{ If rand3 ≥0.5fd −
E.D,If rand3 <0.5

Step 10 Evaluate the viability of solutions

Step 11 Re-evaluate fitness

Step 12 Update the memory of the crow using Eq. 34

MemoryIter,i � YIter+1,{
iif Fit YIter+1,i( )betterthanFit MemoryIter,i( )YIter,ielse}
Step 13 Output the best solution

Step 14 Terminate

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of proposed CT-SOA Algorithm.
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4 Results and discussion

The proposed model for PQ improvement using UPQC with
an optimized FOPID controller has been implemented using the
MATLAB Simulink 2022b model with the RAM of 16 GB.
Figure 5A depicts the simulation model for the suggested
work. The suggested framework was evaluated using sag,
swell, and THD analysis. By incorporating voltage sag and
swell instances, the suggested model was contrasted with
existing approaches including PI Bilgundi et al. (2020),
FOPID Devi and Suresh Kumar (2021), TSA Kaur et al.
(2020), and CSO Askarzadeh (2016), where the voltage
source, load voltage, and load current are detected as
independent indicators. Voltage was investigated about time
in seconds. Table 2 shows the system specification. Table 3
depicts the parameters for an optimized Fractional Order PID
(FOPID) controller, which include the proportional gain Kp,
integral gain Ki, derivative gain Kd, integral order λ, and
derivative order μ. The proportional gain, set at 2.5, ensures
a robust response to the current error, while the integral gain
of 1.3 helps eliminate steady-state errors by considering the
accumulated error over time. The derivative gain, with a value
of 0.8, enhances system stability by addressing the rate of
change of error. The integral order of 0.9 and the derivative
order of 0.7 provide fractional adjustments that allow for more
precise and flexible tuning compared to traditional PID
controllers. These parameters are optimized to balance the
speed of response, stability, and accuracy, resulting in
improved performance and stability for the controlled system.

4.1 Sag analysis

In a power system, sag can cause system breakdown, reduce the
effectiveness of the system, and shorten system life.

4.1.1 Supply voltage and supply current analysis
Figure 5B depicts the source current and voltage during the sag

phase. Sag occurs at intervals of 0.25–0.35 s.

4.1.2 Compensator current and voltage evaluation
C Compensator current and voltage outcomes for

various techniques like PI, FOPID, CSA, TSA, and the
suggested approach are depicted in Figures 6, 7, respectively.
From the comparative analysis, the achievement of the
suggested approach is seen as superior to the
traditional methods.

4.1.3 Load current and voltage analysis
Figures 8, 9 portray the load current and voltage under PI,

FOPID, CSA, TSA, and the proposed method. This evaluation is
processed under sag condition. Hence, it is evident that the
proposed method can effectively compensate for sagging while
maintaining high power quality. Similar to the sag compensation,
the suggested approach can successfully compensate swell while
maintaining high power quality. The analysis shows the superior
performance of the proposed method compared to the
conventional methods.

4.1.4 Convergence analysis: Sag
Figure 10A shows the successful convergence of the suggested

method for the sag scenario. The fitness value decreases with
iterations, which indicates that the proposed model has quickly
and successfully optimized the control parameters of the FOPID
controller for sag mitigation in the HRES system. The
convergence of the CT-SOA model indicates that it is a
reliable and efficient optimization algorithm for solving PQ
issues in HRES systems.

4.2 Swell analysis

Swell is the increase in RMS voltage or current that happens at
the power frequency affecting the normal operation of a
power system.

4.2.1 Supply voltage and supply current analysis
Compensation is required to reduce swell. Figure 10B depicts the

supply voltage waveform during swell conditions. The supply
voltage swells between 0.25 and 0.35 s.

4.2.2 Compensator current and voltage analysis
Compensator voltage and current waveforms under swell

conditions for various techniques like PI, FOPID, CSA, TSA,
and the suggested approach are portrayed in Figures 11, 12,
respectively. From the comparative analysis, the achievement of
the suggested method is seen as superior compared to the
traditional methods.

4.2.3 Load current and voltage analysis
Figure 13; Figure 14A show the load current and load voltage

attained using the PI, FOPID, CSA, TSA, and the proposed
method. This evaluation is processed under swell conditions.
The analysis shows that the suggested method has high
performance than the conventional methods under swell
conditions.

4.2.4 Convergence analysis under swell condition
As shown in Figure 14B, the proposed model has also

achieved better convergence for the swell scenario. The fitness
function specified in Eq. 26 has been satisfied by the model for
every iteration count, demonstrating the effectiveness of the
CT-SOA model in resolving PQI in HRES systems. The
proposed CT-SOA exhibits superior fitness convergence
compared to traditional optimization algorithms. The
successful convergence of the suggested approach can be
attributed to the hybridization of the two standard
optimization algorithms, TSA and CSO. By integrating the
strengths of TSA and CSO, CT-SOA achieves a refined
balance between exploration and exploitation, resulting in
faster and more efficient convergence to optimal solutions.
Overall, the convergence analysis results indicate that the
suggested model is a promising strategy for addressing PQI in
HRES systems. This heightened convergence in both voltage sag
and voltage swell is advantageous for addressing power quality
issues in grid-connected HRES, making CT-SOA a promising
and competitive tool for PQ applications.
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4.3 Analysis of optimal parameters for sag
and swell

The tables provide an analysis of optimal parameters for two
control systems, Sag and Swell, using three different optimization
algorithms, such as TSA, CSO, and CT-SOA. The control
parameters for each algorithm are kp, ki, kd, μ, λ, and the
optimal values obtained are compared to those obtained using
FOPID and PI controllers. For the Sag condition, the optimal
values kp, ki, kd obtained through CT-SOA are significantly
higher than those obtained through TSA and FOPID, while
the PI controller provides the least optimal values. This
suggests that CT-SOA is better at exploring the search space
and finding solutions that provide higher performance for the
Sag system.

The optimal values of μ, λ obtained through CT-SOA are also
higher than those obtained through TSA and FOPID, indicating
that CT-SOA provides better exploration and exploitation
capabilities. For the Swell system, CT-SOA again outperforms
TSA, CSA, PI, and FOPID in terms of the optimal values
obtained for kp, ki, kd, μ, λ. In addition, the optimal values
obtained through CT-SOA are more stable across different
values of μ, λ, indicating that CT-SOA is better at finding
consistent solutions. Overall, these results suggest that CT-SOA
is a promising optimization algorithm for tuning the control
parameters of Sag and Swell systems.

4.4 THD analysis on sag and swell conditions

THD analysis is an important measure of the quality of
power in electrical systems. In this section, the THD values
obtained for different control methods applied to sag and swell
compensation are presented. The performance comparison with
various other controllers are presented in Table 4. The THD
values obtained for the different methods are 5.9038% for PI
control, 4.9592% for FOPID control, 3.7027% for CSA, 1.7341%
for TSA, and 0.6131% for CT-SOA. Overall, the outcomes
represent that the CT-SOA outperforms other methods in
terms of THD values for both sag and swell compensation.
The study’s main goal is to lessen PQ problems and
compensate for the load demand inside the HRES system. The
UPQC is made more effective with the addition of an Optimized
Fractional Order Proportional Integral Derivative (O-FOPID)
controller. The control parameters of the FOPID controller are
optimized using the Crow-Tunicate Swarm Optimization

Algorithm (CT-SOA), a more advanced version of the
conventional Tunicate Swarm Optimization (TSA) and Crow
Search Optimization (CSO). The low THD values obtained for
the proposed method are an indication of its effectiveness in
maintaining high power quality.

Figure 15 depicts the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
analysis of the proposed model. The study reports significant
improvements in THD values under sag conditions, with the
optimized O-FOPID controller achieving a THD of 0.012%,
compared to higher values with traditional PI and FOPID
controllers. The accompanying bar graph, displaying harmonic
frequencies up to 1,000 Hz, indicates a very low THD of 0.01%,
underscoring the effectiveness of the proposed optimization
technique in minimizing harmonics and improving the overall
power quality in HRES.

Table 5 presents a comparative analysis of different control
techniques applied in a Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES) to
address Power Quality (PQ) issues. The metrics compared include
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) under sag and swell conditions,
voltage sag and swell compensation percentages, response time,
power factor improvement, and overall energy efficiency. The
traditional PI controller serves as a baseline, while the FOPID
controller and its variants optimized using different algorithms
(CSA, TSA, CSO, and CT-SOA) demonstrate enhanced
performance. The FOPID controller optimized with the Crow
Search Algorithm (CSA), Tunicate Swarm Algorithm (TSA), and
Crow-Tunicate Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CT-SOA) shows
significant improvements over the standard PI and FOPID
controllers. The FOPID optimized with CT-SOA achieves the
lowest THD values under both sag and swell conditions, highest
compensation percentages for voltage sag and swell, fastest response
time, and notable improvements in power factor and energy
efficiency. This comprehensive comparison underscores the
effectiveness of advanced optimization techniques in refining
controller performance and enhancing the reliability and
efficiency of HRES systems.

The comparison Table 6 summarizes six prominent
optimization algorithms, including Crow-Tunicate Swarm
Optimization Algorithm (CT-SOA), Genetic Algorithms (GA),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO), Simulated Annealing (SA), and Differential Evolution
(DE). Each algorithm is evaluated based on its unique
advantages, such as GA’s global search capability and PSO’s
rapid convergence, alongside limitations like GA’s sensitivity to
parameter tuning and PSO’s potential for local optima trapping.
Suitability for different problem types is also highlighted, with ACO

TABLE 6 Cost Analysis with respect to different controllers.

Technique Implementation cost (USD) THD (%) under sag condition

PI Controller $5,000 5.9038

FOPID Controller $7,500 4.9592

O-FOPID Controller (proposed) $9,000 3.7027

CSA Controller $8,000 1.7341

CT-SOA Controller (proposed) $10,000 0.6131
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noted for combinatorial problems and SA for handling complex
function optimization robustly. Robustness considerations vary,
with DE and SA standing out for their resilience to noise and
uncertainties. CT-SOA’s hybrid nature and balance between
exploration and exploitation are underscored as beneficial, but it
faces challenges in parameter sensitivity and scalability compared to
other algorithms.

The comparison table highlights several strategies for
enhancing Power Quality (PQ) in Hybrid Renewable Energy
Systems (HRES). Traditional methods, like the PI controller
offer a cost-effective solution, but with moderate effectiveness
as indicated with a THD of 5.9038%. Moving to more advanced
approaches, the Fractional Order Proportional Integral
Derivative (FOPID) controller shows improvement with a
THD reduction to 4.9592%, demonstrating the benefits of
fractional-order dynamics in PQ regulation. The proposed
Optimized FOPID (O-FOPID) controller, optimized using the
Crow-Tunicate Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CT-SOA),
achieves a further reduction in THD to 3.7027%, illustrating
the potential of advanced optimization techniques in enhancing
HRES performance. Similarly, the Crow Search Optimization
Algorithm (CSA) controller achieves a significant THD reduction
to 1.7341%, while the CT-SOA controller further lowers THD to
0.6131%, showcasing its effectiveness in minimizing harmonic
distortions. These findings underline the trade-off between
implementation costs and PQ improvement, where higher
investment in advanced controllers yields substantial
reductions in THD, crucial for ensuring reliable and efficient
operation of grid-connected HRES. Therefore, the selection of
control strategies should consider both technical requirements
and economic feasibility to optimize HRES performance
effectively. In conclusion, while each technique offers varying
degrees of PQ improvement at different costs, the choice
ultimately depends on specific application needs, budget
constraints, and the desired level of PQ enhancement.
Advanced controllers like O-FOPID and CT-SOA show
promising results in minimizing THD, suggesting their
potential for future deployment in optimizing HRES
operations. As technologies evolve and costs potentially
decrease, these advanced control strategies could become more
accessible, further improving the sustainability and reliability of
renewable energy integration into existing power grids.

5 Conclusion

This research proposed a unique hybrid optimization strategy
to reduce PQ issues and compensate for the load demand in
HRES using the UPQC device with an O-FOPID controller. The
parameters of the FOPID controller were tuned with the aid of
the proposed CT-SOA. The suggested approach is executed in
MATLAB/Simulink and ed under sag, and swell scenarios, and
the effectiveness of the system was examined using THD. The
results showed that the suggested approach effectively mitigated
PQ issues and compensated for the load demand in the HRES
system. The THD analysis also confirmed that the proposed
strategy is effective in addressing the PQ issues in the HRES
system. Overall, the results demonstrated the feasibility and

effectiveness of the proposed approach for HRES systems
connected to grid systems. The THD values obtained for the
different methods under sag condition are 5.9038%, 4.9592%,
3.7027%, 1.7341%, and 0.6131%, respectively for PI, FOPID,
CSA, TSA, and the proposed CT-SOA. Similarly, the THD
values obtained for the different methods under swell
condition are 8.0457%, 5.5211%, 3.4565%, 2.0737%, and
0.9407%, respectively for PI, FOPID, CSA, TSA, and the
proposed CT-SOA. It is clear from the research that among all
comparing techniques, the CT-SOA achieves the lowest THD
value. This proves that the suggested approach may successfully
reduce sag and swell while preserving good power quality in the
HRES system. However, there are certain limitations of using CT-
SOA Algorithm, which are high sensitive to parameters, such as
crow count, convergence criteria, and search space dimensions.
Also, poorly chosen parameters may lead to suboptimal solutions
or prolonged convergence times. This can limit its practical
applicability in scenarios requiring rapid solution discovery.
Many such eventualities will be taken into consideration in
the upcoming work.
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Nomenclature

PQ Power quality

PID Proportional integral derivative

GTA Gorilla soldiers’ algorithms

O-FOPID Optimized fractional order proportional integral derivative controller

WT Wind turbines

MPPT Maximum power point tracking

VSC Voltage source converter

ANFIS Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system

UPQC Unified power quality conditioner

APF Active Power Filter

ZSC Zero sequence control

DPFC Distributed power flow controller

PCC Point of common coupling

DV Direct voltage

BESS Battery energy storage system

LPF Low pass filter

CT-SOA Crow tunicate swarm optimization algorithm

THD Total harmonic distortion

PV Photovoltaic

OCV Oscillating component voltage

PI Proportional integral

PQ Power quality

FOPID Fractional order proportional integral derivative

AD Autonomy day

HAWT Horizontal axis wind turbine

FACTS Flexible ac transmission system

ASO Atom search optimization

HRES Hybrid Renewable Energy Sources

RES Renewable Energy Sources

CSO Crow search optimization

MMLC Modular multilevel converter

DVR Dynamic Voltage Restorer

SMES Superconducting magnetic energy storage

BES Battery energy storage

HESS Hybrid energy storage system

ESDCT Energy-storage composited DC transformer

SOC State of charge

PI Proportional-integral controller

PR Proportional-resonant controller

FLC Fuzzy logic control
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